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SU_RY

High damping of machinery panels can ]De achieve_ using a san_lch

construction consisting of an attached plate sandwlchlng a layer of fluid

filled porous material. The vibration of the plats pumps the fluld

laterally at high velocltles, rssultlng in enerp_J loss due to the fluid

viscosity. LOSS factors greater than 0.1 can be achieved with this layered

confl_Jratlon. However, if the _ap is filled with the high viscosity fluid

al0_e, the losses are very low. TOe ratio of the fluid dynamlc viscosity

and its density is the controlllng parameter on the level of the losses.

High loss factors ere possible only If the fluld viscosity can _e increased

by many orders of magnitude for llqulds.

The damping over the Whole frequency range above and below the excited

plats critical frequency is measured and compared with prediction. The
J

agreement le results is good. The layered conflgurations are so strongly

_ coupled that the loss lector measured on both the excited an_ the attach_

: plates are thesama.
i
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NOMENCLA%_RE

a radlus of holes in the perforated plate

A a constant (= 12p/d 2 + i_p)

b length of each slot

B flexurel rigidity of a plate

C, CI, c2, c3, C4 cosetahtS

C2 , C3 constants in eler_ent l
Cxl, XI X 1

C2 , C 3 constants In eler_est 2
Cx2' x2 x2

d gap between two plates

f frequency in Hertz

g porosity of the _orous material

Go shear modulus of the porous material

h attached plate thickness

H(X) gap between the plate and the wall at position X

i complex value ( = g -I)

k flsx_rsl rigidity of the excited plate including the

loadlng from the fluid a_d the attached plate

• kp free fleanral wavenumber of the excited plats

R distance between the centre of holes or slots

, m total mass per unit area of the system

ml, m2 mass per unit area of the excited and attached plats

respectively

M _ohillty

N Nth element under consideration

P pressure of fluid in the gap

Pa fluid pressure in Pores

Pf pressure force in the gap with solid material alone

Pm frame pressure in ths gap

P1 the total force applied to the frame per unit

cross-sectional area of the bulk material

I P2 the total force acting on the fluid component

Q fluid mass discharge rate

r radius of the element in the hole

V



S, T constants

t time in seconds

u, uz fluid velocity in x and z direction respectively

u, uz fluid mean flow velocity in x and z direction

respectively

Ep fluld mean flow velocity in the pores

V, V(X) velcolty of the excited plate (at position x)

_I mean frame velocity In x-_lreCtlCn corresponding to the

fluid velocity _2

_2 mean fluid velocity in x-dlrection in the pores

_f mean flow velocity in the gap with solid material alone

W, _ fluid velocity and mean flow velocity in y direction

respectlvely

WO _axi_um velocity at the centre axis of the hole

Y1, •'•Y4 coestants

Z impedance per unit area at _=0

Zb, z3 average blocked impedance per unit area

Zh impedance per unit area of a hole at y=o

Zt treatment impedance per unit area

zl, s2, z3 dimension of the perspex tu_e for flow resistance

measurement

_p the floW resistance coefflcleot

fluid dynamic viscosity

p fluid density

materlal density of the fra/_s

: Pl bulM density of the frame

P2 bulM density of the fluld

W frequenc7 in radlsns

D loss factor

_s shear loss factor of the Pomeus material

shear stress

distance along the Pore axis

e angle of the pore to x-axis

e structuz_ factor of the porous material

a, _l# G2, _ constants
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

It is well known that increaping the damping of machinery components

can reduce the noise radiation due to the ringing vibrations. Various

damping treatments such as viscoelastic materials, frictional damping etc

are available. However, the choice of a particular damping treatment for a

paEclcular machinery component depends on many factors such as its

effectiveness, the cost and the hospitality Of the surrounding snvlronmsnt.

For industrial machinery such as gear boxes, pipes or tanks which contain

high viscosity fluid, it is possible to increase the loss factor by

utilizing the damping capacity of these fluids. This report examines the

feasibility of this kind of damping mechanism both theoretlcally and

experimentally.

Trochidls [i] developed a theoretical model to predict the loss factor

of double plates separated by a fluid gap. The _odel assu/n_s ti_e fluid to

be insompressible and the plates are infinitely long. He carried out an

experiment on a I mm thicM al_mleium plata which was parallel to a rigid

wall. _le gap between the wall and thSs excited plata was filled with

water and the loss factor was measured. Good agreement between the

measured and the estimated values is claimed to be obtained. NO other

references of published work have been found in this area.

Industrial machinery is made of plates, shells and beams attached

together either by welding or by belting, it is therefore sensible to carry

out the investigation on one of these shapes. The present investigation
L

will be concentrated on the plate-like structures.

In this Study, the damping on plates due to the squeeze-fllm motion on

the fluid is prsdlcred using an impedance approach, in which the response

of infinite coupled layers may be predicted b7 assigning an impedance per

unit area to each layer. The excited plats, however, is assumed to have a

bending stif£ness higher than that of the attached plate. Such an approach

has proved to be successful in predicting the loss factor when air is

trapped between two vibrating plates [2].

The theoretical model allows the attached plate to De perforated or a

plate with slots of equally spaced by a distance _. The investigation is



concentrated on heavy fluids with high dynamic viscosity _nlch is modelled

as an incompressible fluid with a _arabollo velocity flow prsfile. The

model also assumes the attac_ed plate to satisfy kl _< i, the condition

which is normally observed for a olosely Bpaced holes practlcal perforated

plato, k la the bending wavelength of the csupled systems.

Frsm the theoretical model it is found that cho ratio of ths fluid

dynamic viscosity and its density controls the imvel of the loss factor.

Various experiment8 are carried out to verify the theory and the abovs

vez_ict. The relationship betwsen this ratio and the loss factor cannot be

slmply expressed.

The viscosity of the fluld is increased artlfically by inserting porous

materials into the fluid (oil) gap. Theoretical modelling of _amplcg wlth

porous matsrlal in layered configurations using the impedance appcoach is

presented° The effects of the msterlal properties, the mass of the plates

aed th_ size of the gap on the loss factor are also dlscus_ed. Various

: experlments are carried out to verify the theory.
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2.0 OIL I_R DAMPING MODELLING P_D ESTIMATION

This chapter describes the theories to ohtaln the ))locked impedance of

the attached plate, Which is either a perforated plato with circular holes

or a plate with slots equally spaced by a distance £, or Just another

flox/_le plate. Based on the estimated blocked iml_dance values, the

actual mo_olling of the system is presented. For the blocked im_ance

est_tioN _d the subsequent ex_rJJnents, the fluid used to fill the gap

between the plates Is resolute hdxplus 20W/50 diesel engine lubricating

oil. It has fluid density B91 kg/m 3 and dynamlc viscosity 0.423 Ns/m 2 at

20°C (data supplied by the manufacturer).

2.1 The Calculation of the Blocked Impedance for a Plate with Eouallv

Spaced Slots

Consider the two plates which are assumed to _e of infinite e_cent a.qd

are separated by an oil layer. For simplicity, the analysis is carried out

for the two dimensional case. (diagram 2.1) It is assumed that the

floxural stiffness of the attached plate is much smaller than that of the

thick excited plato. This means that the impedance per unit area of the

attaoha_ plate is mass controlled when it is being excited. (2]

b

[---I l--q f' I I il----1 h

r

/11/I/

diagram 2.1 diagram 2.2



TO calculate the blocked impedance, we consider a plate w_ich has many

eqUally space_ slots of length i an_ size b, is infinitely long end 18

placed • distance d a1_ve a rigid wall. (_lagram 2.2). _ou_8 the slota

eac_ of size h is vsr_ Small compared with t, therefore the velocity o_

each e_all element in | c_ be aseu_ed to have a constant velocity

gradient. The coo_inate of the system is chosen suc_ that at thQ

beqlnnlng of each s_all element |, X is zero (dleqram 2.3a). T_e

subscripts, i, 2 end 3 correspond to element i, 2, 3 respectively and fh8

pressure in X1 = 0 to ! is Pl, in x2 = 0 to J is P2 and so on. The

velocity in y-directlon at the Nth element (xN = O) can _e written as

Ivl

VN : [[Vle -ik(N-1lj + -- e-iX(N-i) l. (e-tacJl _ 1)xlclei_t
n

(2.1)

This eqUstimn im _talned from the finite element epproech in Whlcb the
/

varla_les of each element between slots are a velocity with m csnst_

I_L veloclty gradient.

h

diagram 2.3a

_(x) u(x+dx)
Y

H (x-l-dx)

/ '//
dx

diagram 2.3b



Consider a small element of the oscillating plate between two slots

(dlagram 2.3b), to satisfy the equation of continuity, we have [2]

d_(x) d_(x)
v(x) = H(x) , + _(x) -- (2.2)

dx dx

where H(X) is the grip between the plats and the wall at position x, _(x) is

the average horizontal flow velocity at position x. ^ssu_tlng the Velocity

profile of the gap is of parabolic shape together with the equation of

motlon

d2u dp du

_--R = -- + P--
dy" dx dt

it can be shown that

i dp 12_.

= - (-_ + iwp) _ (2,3)_X

Where _ and _ are the fluid dynaJ_lc viscosity and its density. Using

8quatlons (2.1), (2.21 and (2,3), it can be shown that

2 a

' PI = - _- [_VI --X1 + CXl --xl + C2 X1 _ C3 ] Si_ (2.4)
, d 2 6 x I x1

2 X3
A X2 i_q:

: P2 = - - [V2 -" + C _2 + C2 X2 + C3X21 e (2.5),, d 2 X2 6 x 2

where CXl, c2 , c3 are the constants in ele_',enti,h h



C2 , C3 are the constants in element 2,

Cx 2 ' x2 X 2

12A

A-- (_ + i_p) and Y 2 -- [Vle -ikl

b

_1 I.I I

;;hz un _z3 2 '_a4

/ / / / / / / / /

diagram 2.4

Since the elements are symmetrical and periodic, therefore

PN÷I = PN e-lk! (2.6)

u.÷z= . e (2,7)
i

N

?

-- pl h --PI(Xl = J) -P2(X2= 0) -p2(X2=J)

i and Z - - ---------- -- = --------2--- = -------i-----_ (2. e )

_ -wld (uz2-uiz)_, (uz2-uzz)_, (u_.4-5.3)_

i/,

where Z is the impedance _er unit area of the slot at y=n (see dlagrami

2.4)# ths coest_ts can be found. The constants are

1

_: c = c e-i(N-l)k|

X1

C 2 = C 2 e -i( N-1)k_

xN xz



C 3 = C3 e-i(N-l)kj
xN xI

IVl (elk_ i)% ,

IVl + 2d o
Ale__C l ' (e-lkl_1)

o,o[_xl (e-:Lxi_1)a(e_iXi_1)

zJ2 -6_e

+_5q;+_=--q)

: .... C2 1 (2.9)C3 IVl .i- +
xI (e-ikl-1) 2 xI

_. S_Stitutlng the constants in equation (2.9) Pack to equatlon (2.4) a_d

rearranging gives

': 2(e-lk_-l) Z e-_Xl i - A_e -Ikj

_r:i b( ) d( e-ikl-i )

: f

_ ,, r , tI_,2 _,_°-_'11_v(,_,l> x_ .!x_+;;-_,__!L_;___+_.jll]
6 6(8-iki-I ) [

Z e_Lkl I - Ale-lkR

";': }3 ( ) d(O-lkl-1 )
:i

ic_t:e (2.1o)



_suming kl<<l it can be shOWn that the average blo_ed impedance per unit

a_ea is

%= , Io' A'2 +

This average blocked i_pedance is the same everywhere in each small element

and it is indepenfent of the bending wavsnumber k of the coupled system.

Detailed derivation of this equation is eh0wn in Appendix I. The unknown

that remains to be found in thls equation is the impedance per unit area Z

at the slot.

2.2 The calculation of the impedance at the Blots

The same method to calculate the mean floW velocity _ in x-dlrectlon

man pe used to calculate the mean flow veloclty _ iN y-dlrec_ion. A_et_llsg

the flow througt the Blot is also of perabollc velocity profile and from.

:_. d2W dp dW

: I_-_X2 = -- + P--: dy dt
i

it can be shown that as with equation (2.3)
:i

!: _ _ 12u
-- = -- w (---_ + i_p) (2,Z2)
dy

12p

and p =- w (_ + l_p)y + C1 (2.13)

Here cI is a constant.



If the fluid is fille_ to the top level of the s10ts, that is to y --

-h, then d_/dy = 0 and p = 0 at y = -h. Equation (2.13) wlth y=0 is

12_

plY=O) = - W (7 + i_p)h (2.14)

Therefore the impedance per unit area at each slot is

12_
Z = (--_ + lup)h (2.15)

b_

The negative sign in equation (2.15) disappear because pressure and the

flow direction oppose each other.

2.3 The calculation of the blocked impedance for a perforated plate with

equally spaced clrculer holes.

A similar approach to that for the slotted beam can be used in

oaloulatlng the blocked impedance for a plate with slots. However, Aeveral

equations have to be _odifled and the analysis is exceeded to

thrse-dimenslonal case. The fundamental change is in equation (2.8). (see

dlagram 2.5). Again the holes with radios a are assumed to be small

compared with |, the distance between the hole centres.
L

/ / / / / / / / /

di_gr_L_ 2.5

9



It is assumed that the plate waves travel perpendlcular to a llne ef

holes. By continuity

wl_a 2 + Ullfd _ u12td

Id

_I= (_m2-_zz)_a--_

-Pz(xz=l ) -P2(x2--o)
therefere Z = = (2.15)

(Ul2_Ull) _ '- - |O(ulz-un _

This changes the constants C2 hence C3 . The constant C2 _ecor_es
xI x I xI

1 f ZI 2 A|2e -ix_

: l I ZI2 ( -i_l 1 ) - A_e -Ill _e 2 2d(e-ikJ-l)

IVI(e-i_l_l ) Z_3

----+ (2,17)

and equation (2.10) becemes

_____i ___ ZI2 iAl2e-ik|

£2 fXl+( e_:LklZ 1)] [.n.a2 2(_( e_:i.l(, 1 )

÷-2;-_;-2--_-;--_--__---_r-

F , 1Fz,_ _=_e-_' 111"1
: .' l (e- oo(o--',Jllle'ot

(2.ze)

io



The average blocked impedance per unit area can be shown as

1 zd]
-- [ i_ + (2.19)

Zb = d _a2A

Z.4 The calculation of the impedance for a circular hole and the impedance

in the z-dlrectlon

TO calculate the impedance per unit area Z for a perforated plate with

circular holes, we have to extend the a_alysls to three di_enslons. Pirst

the impedance per unit area of a circular hole is calculated, then this

impedance is used to determine the impedance in z-dlrection. For

simplicity, the movement of the plate is assumed to have a constant

velocity in z-dlrection.

T 1 Ti

i h
i

P%7dy
[

diagram 2.6

The impedance per uuit area of a hole Zh at y=o can be ehcwn equal to

(diagram 2.6)

11



8_

Where a _B the radius of tho hole and h is the depth of the hole, _11

derivation of this equat$on Se qiven in Appendix II.

I I I ]

d_ Yt _1
: d d.u d. (Uz+-_2 z) d

Z Iz=O

/ /___ / / / / / / / / /

diagram 2.7 diagram 2.8

i

The average impedance per unit area in z-directlon (diagrams 2.7 and

2.B) can be equated as

12]z = e = (-_ + l_p) + z. (2.21)v (_1_2_+imp)ea
d 2

Substituting equation (2.21) into equation (2.19), the bloomed iml_dance

_er unit area for a perforated plate with circular holes can be estimated.

The derivation of the equation (2.21) can he seen in Appendix III.

12



2,5 The est_nate_ blocked _m_dance of a perforated plate with circular

holes

Figures 2.1(a) to 2.1(c) show the real and imaginary part of the

estimated blocked impedance for a perforated plate with circular holes of

varying distance away from a rigid wet1. In the computatlen, the dlar_eter

of each hole in the perforated plate of 3.25 m thickness le ansun_d equal

to 2.28 m (= 90/1000 in.). The distance between the holes centre is 7.0

ram. This is the dimensions of one of the perforated plate (PVC Perforated

plate) used later in the experiment. The gap between the _erforated plate

and the wall is filled with the Essolube hd_lus 20W/S0 lubrlcatlng oll

(20OC).

The real pert is constant with frequency as for a simple dashpet

whereas the im_glnary part is positive and increases proportional to

(frequency)l/2 indicating ma_s llXe behaviour dependent on the wavelength

in the plates for squeeze film damping [2]. Both the real and _glnary

parts decrease with increasing gap again as with unperforated plates [2].

The real pert of the blocked impedance decreases sharply with increasing

gap, however, am the gap contisues to increase this decre_et slows dow_.

The imaginary part also decreases with increasing gap but the decrement is

s_all compared with that of the real Pert.

?..6 The actual Modelllng of the syste_

Since the eetln_ted blocked impedance shows that the ell in the gep has

the leertle and viscosity controlled behaviour, therefore a model with the

nppropriate behaviour is shown in the diagram 2.9.

V2 _ "_ Z2 +
l

l , .._3(=Zb),

diagram 2.9

13



The o11 is _odelled as a mass-dashpot system. The _ass _ dashpot

account for the inertia and viscosity of the ell for incompressible flow

mo_el with uniform pressure across the gap.

The loss factor of the system is

Energy disslpated/radlan

11=

Energy stored in (excited plate + oil + attached plate )

(2.22)

The power abxcr_ed in the system

1 1 1

= - IPI 2 _{_} = - IPl 2 _(Ma} =" IV312 "e(z3) (2.23)
2 2 2

1

Where M is the mobility of the element of concern (M = _).

1 2 1 i Im(Z3 }

Tne energy stored = 2 mzlVll + (mz÷pd)lV2t2 ÷ IV312 (2,241: 2 2

,i

,_ p Z3Z 2

Since -- = ---- = Z t (2.25)

• V1 Z3+Z 2

Here Z t _e the treatment impedance _r unit area,

P

-- = Z 2 (2.26)

V 2

P

i: and -- = Z 3 (2.27)

V3

14



z2 v3 zt
_nterm. ofv l, v3=----vlor .... (2.2e)

Z3+Z2 V 1 Z3

z3 zt
and V2 = -- V1 or -- =-- (2.29)

Z3+Z2 V1 Z2

Therefore the loss factor can be equated as

Re{zt}

r r:r ,,.,o,wm3" + w(m2+Pd) Z2 + Zm{Z3} E

where ml, m2 are the mass per unit area of the excited and the attached

plate respectively.

?igures 2.2a to 2.2c show the estimated treatment impedance when a

photographlc glass plate (500xs00x6.35 mm) le coupled to a PVE perfoEated

plate wlth an oil layer of dlffsrent gaps. The PVC perforated plats has

: equally spaced holes of 7.0 mm and diameter 2.2B mm. The slze of this

perforated plate ls 495x_95x3.25 _m and its material density is 1400 kg/m 3.

At low frequencies the real part of the eetlmated treatment impedance

i_ii lnc_easee wlth lncrsasing gep whoreae at hlgh frequencies it denreeeee Wlth

_ increasing gsp° Th_ imaginary part e _oweverw remaiNe eone£a_t wlt_

_ _nc_easlsg gap° Thee _ma_ry l_peda_ l_c_e_ees _it_ fre_s_cy s_ l_

d_dena_o_
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3.0 _ERI_F_/_L VERIFICATION OF _ _dEORY

The experiments were carried out using a thick photographic glaSS plate

(500xs00xd.35m) as the excited plate. The attached plate was either a PVC

Perforated plate (495x495x3.25_ ) or a _repex perforated plate

(490x490x3.o m) or s photographic glass plate (492x492x3.175_). The

surfaces of these experimental plates wore flat and therefore the gap

between the plates can be constant all over the surface. By putting shims

or washers of different thickness in between the two plates, the gap

t_Ickness c_ be controlled.

The dlan_stsr of the holes in both the _rforated plates was 2.28 m.

The distance h_tween the holes centre, however, was 7.0 _ and 4.67 m for

the PVC and the perepex perforated plate respectively. The edges of the

excited glass plate _ sealed with Pers_x strips using A/aldite. This

glass plate was suspended horizontally with four wires from the four plate

corners and the glass wan excited via a cell and magnet system underneath

the plate (see figures 3.1a and 3.1b).

The loss factor wan measured using the time decay method. The tested

structure was excited via an electromagnetic coil to _/nich a thir_ octave

bandpass white noise wan applied. The vlbrational signal was i_onltored by

an sccelerometer (B_K 4344) attached onto the excited plate. _en the

applied power was cut off, the energy time decay in each thlr_ octave band

._ was measured and analysed using the Hewlstt Packard 5420A digital signal

analyser. The loss factor was calculated using the following formula

2.2

= ---- (3.1)

fT60

where T60 is the reverberation time, the duration while the signal decays

60 de, f is the ceetre frequency of the band uedsr consideration.
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3.1 Comparison of the measured and predicted loss factor on the _IaSs-PVC

plates

Figure 3.2 shows the measured loss factor when the plates are separated

with different oll gaps. The loss factor at low frequencies is of the

order of 10-3 and it reaches 10-2 at high frequencies. The measured

results also indicate that at low frequencies, the loss factor is higher

for larger gaps whereas at high frequencies it is s_allsr for larger gaps.

FIgUES 3.3 displays the estimated loss factor calculated using equation

(2.30). The loss factor increases until a maximum is reached and then

decreases. The level of this maximum increases with increasing gap.

However, the frequency at which this _aximum occurs dsczeasss with

increasing gap. This gives an overall picture that the loss factor for

larger gaps is higher at low frequencies and lowsr at high frequencies.

This trsnd agrees with the measured result as shown in figure 3.2.

The prsdictsd value, however, is much s[_aller than the _easured loss

factor. Pigure 3.4a shows the measured loss factor of the excited plats

with four perspex strips glued onto the plate edges using ;_raldlte. Figure

3.4b gives the estimated total loss factor when this measured losses of the

excited plate (due to radiation, material losses and the losses from the

edges) are included. Fiqures 3.5a to 3.5c compare the measured and the

est_tsd total loss factor with varying gaps. The agreement is good. The

losses fzom the squeezing of oil is small and ths measured loss factor is

mlnly from the losses of the excited plate.

3.2 The effect of the dimensions of perforated plate on the predicted loss

factor

Figure 3.Ha dlsplays the predicted loss factor versus frequency by

varying the distance k_tween ths holes centre R and keeping the other

parameters constant. The result shows that the smaller the hole spacing _,

the higher is ths loss factor. The result also indicates that the loss

factor decreases by more than I0 dH for doubling the distance I. Figure

3.6b shows the predicted total loss factor, and again, the changs of the

loss factor with | can be seen very clearly.
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Figures 3.7_ asd 3.7b show the predlcted loss factor by varying the

attached plats thiokenss h (i.e. mass) and keeping the o_her _arameters

constant. Thls indicates that the hsavler the attached plate, the hi_her

is the loss factor. However, the increment of the loss factor per doubling

the mass is much less than that of doubling I,

Figures 3.8a and 3.8b glve the predicted loss factor Dy varying the

hole diameter is the perforated plate. The result shows teat the larger

the holes, the hlgher is the lose factor. The result also indicates that

there is an optimum slze of the holes for a constant I, h and d to give ths

highest louses, The increment of the loss factor, however, is much less

than IO dS for doubling the holes dla_eter,

Since the impedance per unlt area of the attache_ perforated plate is

mass controlled, the larger the size of the holes for a constant plate

thlckness meass e lighter mass. on the one has_, the light attached mass

results iN a low loss factor_ on the other hand, the larger holes slzs

gives higher losses. Therefore there is an ostimum size of the holes for

constant 4, h and d to give the highest loss factor. However, if the mass

of the attached plate can be _ept constant by varying the plate thlckness,

the larger ths holes size results higher loss factor.

The variation of the predicted loss factor wlth the ga 9 d are already

shown in flguzss 3.3 and 3.4b, The influence of loss factor by varying the

gap is very significant. Therefore the above results suggest that among

the four parameters discussed, the distance between the holes centre and

the oil gap are the more i_portant perameters in affecting the loss factor.

The results also suggest to use a perforated plate wltb large holes and

small | for hlgh losses.

3.3 Comparison of the measured ,and predicted loss factor on the

slass-merspex plates.

Figure 3.9 gl,ses the measured loss factor when the attached plate is a

perspex perforated plate (550gin). The measured result again indicates that

for larger gap, the lose factor is higher st low frequencies and lower at

higher frequencies. However, the measured loss factor is again very small.

Figure 3.10 shows the predicted loss factor whereas figures 3.ila and 3,11b
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display the comparlnon of the masured and the predlcte_ total ices factor

of different gape. The agreement for 0.25 _m gap is good While the

difference between the measured and the predicted value becomes lat_er for

the 1.34 r_ gap. This is probably due to the Blight bending of the perepex

plate, Which ie the consequence of the drilling of holes on the plate,

_ich in effect alter the gap. The agreement, however, is still within 3

dR.

3.4 comparison of the measured and predicted lose factor on the

qlass-qlana plates

Figure 3.12 _iv_s the measured loss factor w_en the two glass plates

(non-perforated) are separated by an ell layer. This lose factor is

significantly lower than that When the gap is filled With air [2]. In

order to find out the reasons _hlnd these low losses, it is necessary to

examine the terms in equntlon (2.30) properly.

The blocked impedance per unit area of n plate a dintaDce d from a

rlgld wall is [2]

1 12_

-- + i_p) (3.2]

The flow in the gap is assumed incompressible and of parabolic profile. If

the fluid Is alr, the wavenumber k in this equation can be assumed equal to

the free flsxural wavenumber ef the excited plate. However, if the fluld

is oil (heavy fluid) the mass effect of the o11 and the attached plate

should he included in evaluating k. This k can be approximately calculated
i

as

k% 2( ml+m2+_ )= (3.3)
B

W_ere ml, m 2 are the mass per unit area of the excited and the attached

plate, p is the fluid density and H is the fleXUral rigidity of the exclte_

plate. The validity of thle equation was _uetlfled in chapter 5.
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Substituting equations 43.2) _md (3.3) into (2.307 ano simplifying

gives

1
_=

24mz÷ )zd " 12gj i2g + lZg .
4 3.,,.)

The only _ram_ters eh_ged to predict the lose factor When ell is used

instead of air are the fluid density and its dynes viscosity. _a can be

seen free this equation, the relation between these _o paJca_netere and the

lose factor is very complicated.

Figure 3.13a shows the predicted loss factor versus the gap calculated

u_ing equation (3.4). By keeping the frequency (s00 Hz) and the fluid

dynamic viscosity (air viscosity) constant, the fluid density increases

from 1.21 kg/m 3 (air density) to 50 and i00 times of thle value. The

results indicate that as the fluid density increases, the loss factor drops

sharply. A similar trend is ObserVed In figure 3.13b. In this figure, the

frequency (800 Hz) and the fluid dynamic viscosity is again kept constant

(oil Viscosity). The fluid density (ell density), however, decreases from

891 kg/m3 by 50 and 100 times of its value.

Figure 3.14a again gives the predicted loss factor versus the fluid

gap. Is this case, the frequency (800 HZ) and the fluid density are kept

conBtant (air density). The dynamic viscosity increases from 1.81x10 -5 N

s/m2 (alr viscosity) to 5 and 20 ti_es of this value. The results show

that the loss factor rises slgnlflcantly as the flsld dynamic viscosity

increases. A similar trend is observed in figure 3.14h. In thls figure,

the loss factor Is computed at constant frequency 4800 HZ) and fluid

density (ell density). The dynamic viscosity, however, increases from

0.423 Ns/m 2 (oil Viscosity at 2oct) to 5 and 20 ti_ee of this value. The

predicted results indicate that for a perticul_r gap, fluid deneltyand its

dynamic viscosity, a maximum lose factor cam be obtained at a particular
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frequency. The value oE the gap for maxlmum losses increases with

increasing viscosity. Above this peak, the trend is similar to that shown

in figure 3.14aI that is, the loss factor increases with the increasing

viscosity.

The above computation results (figures 3.13 and 3.14) demonstrate a

very important _olnt. It is the ratio of the fluld dynamic viecos£ty and

its dQnsity which is the dominant factor in controlling the value of the

lOBS factor. If the fluid density is high, high lOBS factor nan still be

ponslbln provlde_ that the fluid dynamic viscoslty can also be increased

significantly. However, as can be seen from equation (3.4), the dependence

0£ the loss factor on this ratio is not a simple sod straightforwazd one.

Figures 3.15e to 3.15c display the comparison between the amasure_ and

the predicted total loss factor using glass plates. The agreement ie good.

The cause for the low lOBS factor is now very clearly understood.

3.5 The effect on the loss factor due to the drastic increase of the fluid

viscosity

1

Some experiments were carried out to verify the verdict that as the

fluid denelty increases, high loss factors are still posslble provided that

the fluid dynamlc viscosity can be increased significantly too. The

initial experiment W_B carried out on the glase-PVC plates with a 1.34

* oll gap. The ell was then filled up to 7.o mm above the top surface of the

PVC porforafed plate. Figure 3.16 gives the measured loeb factor for these

conditions. By filling in more oil, the total mass was increased. The

result shows that the loss factor increment at low frequenoles is

infinitely small, however, the increment becomes obvious at high

frequencies.

Figure 3.17 displays the measured loss factor for which the perepex

perforated plate le inserted between the two glass plates and the gaps

between the plates are filled with oil. The total mass is increased which

results an increase in the value k. Therefore it is expected to see that

the larger the oll gap, the higher the loss factor. The viscosity is also

increased as a result o£ the insertion of the perspex perforate_ plate and

therefore the measured loss factor Is increased. This can be clearly
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de_netrated When the measured loss factor in this fi_re, et wblcb the

sandwich plates with gape 1.3% _, giving the total gap Qf 5.68 mm between

the two glass plates, is compare_ to that in figure 3.15c (6 _ oli gap).

The lose fn_or has increased significantly.

To further increase the viscosity, a 490x490x7 _ IX_MEAD pOlyester foam

was inserted into the oll layer. Four washers oE the same thickness were

put at the four plats corners to euppOrt the attached plate. PiqUES 3.18

gives the _easured loss factor ann as can be seen, the loss factor

increases to nearly 0.i. The insertlon of the foam ham increased the total

mass _d the fluid density slightly. However, the vlacoslty is increased

_y many timBs. Fiftenn Nylon ecourlng pa_s (iS0xgBxTmm) were also used to

i_ert into the oil layer. Again, as shown in figure 3.18, high lobe

factor was obtained.

The above a_per_nts confirm that it is the ratio of the fluid

d_nio viscosity and its deneity Which controls the loss factor. In the

li_t Of the high loss factor helng achieved by inserting r_atsrlale lIXe

fo_ _d ecourlng pads, efforts were put into developing model to predlct

the ices factor of this kind. The following chapters will show the

: dsveloI_d theo_ and its experimental verification.

i

i

T

L,
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4.0 THEORETICAL MODELLING OF DAMPING WITH PO_0US MATERIALS IN LAYERED

CONFIGURATIONS USING IMPEDANCE _PpROACH

T_ere are many available theories describing sound propagation in

_oEous materials. The classic worR in this flsl_ is that of ZwiRRer and

Kosten, described at length in reference [3]. In this _ooR they have trled

to give the deslgn of a_eorbing l_terlals a more scientific _asis. The

principles underlying the wave propagation throu_ porous or Non-porous

media are described. The theory developed is essentially _enomenological

£N that its parameters are related to macroscoplnally measurable

pro_ertlesz e.g. flow resistance, porosity, _ulR etlffneBs etc. It has

since been pointed out that the Zwlkksr and Kosten _rame continuity

equation is non-physical and under some co_itlons leads to paradoxical

results [4].

Reference [5] gives a more comprehensive review on the main features of

wo_ in this area. Several recent theories are also assessed in some

dntails. In the theoretical analysis that folloWS, the Rosln'e approach is

adopted [41. It is a phenomenologlcal model IN which the aln_Jnum number of

asnumptions are made regarding mlcrostructure. No limitation is placed an

the structure factor aed ONly two-dlm_Nsional motion is considered.

4.1 The equations of motion of the fluid and the frame sxcludlnq the

fr_une shear stiffness

x

2
Y

diagram 4,1
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It is assumed that the material structure considered is similar to the

Raylslgh model [5] in which parallel pores are embedded in a solld material

(diagra_ 4.1). The pores are cylindrical with radius a, the pressure drop

along the pores with mean flow velocity _p is

- dPa 6_

where x is the distance along the pore axis, Pa Is the fluid pressure, _ is

the fluid dynamic viscosity and Ul_ is the flow resistance ooefficlent. The

derivation of thle equation is described in Rppendlx II. At a_y surface of

co,start x within the r_aterial, the total force per unit area acting o_ the

fluid oom.oonent le P2, Which is equal to Peg with g the materlal porosity.

The above equation can he wTitten as

; _ dP 2

d-;-= g % ('"'

!,

, i

diagram 4.2

_f a pore Whose axis is inclined at an angle o to the x-axis (diagram

4.2), equation (4.2) should De written as
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-dP 2

where ( is the distance along the pore axis, Denoting _2 the fluid

velocity in x-direction, _e, _2 = _p cos e, the above equation can be

rew_'it ten as

dx cos29

_e 1/cos2e accounts for the pore orientation an_ is called the stcucCu_

factor e° By defining e = _/g, the maccoecopic fl0w resistance,

equation (4.3) can be re_itten purely in te_ of the _e_oecoplcally

• easurable prope_lee, le,

-dP2 gZ
dx

This relation will _e used to describe the viscous force developed per unit

volume between the fluid and the material solid frame when they are in

L relative motion. That is, _2 will be replaced hy the difference _et_een
iI

:: fluid end frame velocity,

! I. dx d

} °
d g (l-g)

diagram 4.3
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Tee total inertia forces associated with the motion of a unit cube of

fluld and solid frame remain unchanged if the pores at a given

cross-section are combined into a large pore. Therefore the Rayleigh mo_el

can he replaced by a simple structure as shown in diagram 4.3 for

developing the inertia terms. Assume the pressure Pm is constant across

the Whole gap d at any x, the total force applied to the frame per unit

cross-sectional area of the bulk material is PI = Pro(l-g). AS defined

above, t_e total force acting on the fluid component is P2 = Peg. Let _i

he the frame velocity in the x-direction corresponding to the fluid

veloclty _z. The bulk density of the frame is Pl = Pro(l-g), where Pm is

the frame materlal density, similarly, P2 = Pg, where p is the fluid

density.

dx
I.

P2

P2 '; dx

" diagram 4.4

, r

Considering the fluid element alone (diagram 4.4), the fluid

experiences two simultaneous motions with a translational motion in the

x-dlrectlon with frame velocity _i and a relative motion along the pore

with velocity _p = (v--2-_l)/Ooss. With ali forces projected onto the pore

axis, the force balance for the fluid element can be written as
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-----COS 0 = P2 COS 0 _ _- ....
8X at cos 0 8t cos 8

Dividing this equation by cos 8 an_ in terms of the structure factor and

mocroscoplc flOW zeslstance, the equation can be rewritten as

-aP2 _2 a(_2-_i)

ax = P2 ---st+ P2 (e-l) --st + _2(v2-vl) (4.5)

dx

x

P2--'_ _--- Pl + _ dxY

_P2

diagram 4.5

The equation of motion of the WhOle element (61agra_ 4.5) Is

-_P1 0P2 8V1 8V2
i ...... = Pl --- _ P2 --- (4.6)

8X 8X 8t _t

!_i Therefore the equation of motion of the frame can be ohtaine_ DM

subtracting equation (4.5) from (4.6), that is

- 8Pm 8@I _ .
-- = Pl --- + P2 (_-i) 8(VI-V2) + Gg2 (VI_V2) (4.7)
8X at at
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The equations (4.5) and (4.7) are the same with those presented by Zwi_er

and Kosten [3]. This approach and results are also the sa_e as Rosln's

[4]. These equations are coupled by an Inertia term (which goss to zero

When the structure factor is unlty) and a viscous term (Which becomes zero

When the flow resistance in zero).

Since Pm is assumed constant across the gap d at any x, the fluid

pressure Pa must also equal to Pro,Which gives

(l-q) dP2 dP1
= --- (4.8)

g dX dX

The mean flow velocity U across the gap can be calculated from

_ = _l (l-q) ÷ v2g (4.9)

combining equations (4.5), (4.71 and (4.81,

i

t_p( e-g IV2
Vl = ----- (1.101

!

Grouping equations (4.5), (4.9) and (4.10) gives

-dP a ( Gpe )2-_2pp e( Z-g )_ 2p2g( e-1 )+i_pe [ pc+p( g-1 )+pro ( l--g ) ]= . U

dx o'p,e+iw( 1-g )(pro-p)

1

=- . 0 (4.11)
s

Utilizing the equation of continuity for the Whole system [2], the blocked

Impedance per unit area can be calculated as
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1 1

.... . - (4.12>
k2d s

Referring bac_ to equation (4.10), if _2 >> V'I, the frame can be assumed

rigid, i.e, V1 = 0. The equations (4.5) and (4.9) can be combined to give

a vezy simple equation as

- e(c iwp)
__dPa= P-.......• U (4.Z3)

dx g

This in turn gives the blocked impedance per unit area as

" i _(_p+Iwp)

k2d g

4.2 The equations of motion of the fluid and the frame including the

i frame shear stiffness

If the por0us materlal is glued onto the plates, it is necessary to

include the shearing motion of the frame. By assuming the motion of the

frame acros_ the gap has a parabolic flow profile, it can be shown that t_e

! relation between the pressure Pf and the mean flow velocity _f is

where GO end _s are the shear modulus and the shear loss factor of the

frame resFectively. The derivation of this equation is shoWn in Appendix

IV.

i
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The fact that the velocity of a linearly Viscoelastic frame material

takes up a parabolic profile whsn the upper boundary is n_ved towards the

lower boundary is Well documented [7]. When a small oscillatory

compression is applied to the upper surface of the frame, it is deformed in

compression and the fluid IS forced to flow in the lateral x-dlrectlon.

However, as the frame (pol_er foams) will exhibit non-llnear behavlour in

compression, this deformed shape is valid only for small oseillatoIy force.

Ia addition when _ _ 12Go/ud 2 in e_atlon (4.15) the flOW beoo_s inertia

dominat_ _d the flow profile departs from a parabolic to a flatter forgo

However it is thought that this makes little dlffezence to the overall

_ehaviour.

Rs the frequency of the excitation is increase_ the energy lose due to

the viscous flow increases. However, at high frequencies the viscous

interaction between the flowing fluid and the frame is so large that the

fran_ Is forced to move with the fluid resulting zero set flow giving no

flow losses. Therefore, it is expected that the loss factor to increase

With increasing frequency, pass through a maximum and then decrease as the

frequency is increased further.

d×

I" Jx "1

• P1 + _-- dx

aP2
PI _ P2 + -- dx

ax

12Gon s 12Go

• (l-g) ( _d 2 i md2

I
I

diagram 4.6
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The equation of motion for the whole element including the frame shear

stiffness is (diagram 4.6)

[12 os12Oo]ePl sP2 _i --- + P2 + (i-9) _ i --_ _i_X _x dt dt

(4.16)

The equation of motion of the fluid element alone (equation (4.5)) remains

• the same. Using these two equations and equations (4.8), (4.9) gives

[_ + i_p(_-g)]_2
V1 = .... (4.17)

12GOD s 12G O
.... _ l[_pm(1-g ) + Wp(e-l) - (l-g) _-

[GL3e + (l-g) _d 2 ] _d2]

ii, and

--dPa Y1 + IY2• -- = . _ (4.ze)
_[ dx Y3 + i¥4

where
r

_ 12G 12Go_s

.i! YI = "_P[_Pm (l-g) + _p(_-l) - (i-g) ---S°]_2+ _p_(l-g) ....._n2

12G

: ___o)
- _p(e-1)(1-g)(_pm-_ p- _x12

12Go11s 12GOD s
.... + _p(e-l)(l-g) ---

Y2 _p[Upe + (l-g) _2 ] _d2

12G

+ =p_(l-g)(=pm-_p-___o)_x_2

12GOD s
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12G

--_9]
and Y4 = wp(1-g)(s-g) _ g[Wpm(1-g ) + _p(e-1) - (l-g) _2

4.3 The calculation of the loss factor

If the po_oslty of the structural material is high, equation (2.30) is

still valid for calculating the loss factor of the system, rf the material

Is riotgl_ed onto the plates a_d if the frame displacement is much smaller

than the fluid dlsplacsmant, the frame can be assu_ed to be rigid and Gt_.

The loss factor of the system can then be show_ equal to (combining

equations (2.30) and (4.14)).

all_2( m2+,od)2k2d

I_= _nl(a:+[a2+_2d_ (m2+_) ]2}+ (_(m2+_]) (a_+a:) + a2k2d_2 (m2+ _ )2

8_ (4.19)

e(,-_ ) s_pa
where aI = and a 2 = ---

g g

The at_ve equation is very compllcated. It is necessary to slmpllfy

this equation in order to gain some physical insight how the parameters

affect the loss factor. At very low frequencies, the loss factor can be

agpoxlmated as

. (<m2+_)z_2d
a (4.20)

al( m1+m2+P d )

The X is the bending wavelength of t_e coupled system and is defined in

equation (3.3). This is proved to be correct experlmentally in chapter 5.

At vary high frequencies, equation (4.19) is approximated as

_k2d
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Equating equ_tlons (%.20) and (4.21) roughly gives the frequency at Which

maxlmum loss factor wlll occur. Thls is equal to

2 al -g B

_max = _ = --- -- (4.22)

d(m2+_),/mI d(m2+_)

substituting this equation Im_ck to equation (4.21) gives

nsas - ,,Iml(ml+m2+_) (4.2_)

In son-diMe_slonal form, it can be written as

T (4.24)

_ m2 ._' WhwermT= a÷._, a - .- and _ =--.

mI m1

The above equation indicates that _y increasing the attached plater"
; m_ss, the loss factor will increase. However, tf the gap is large (is.

_>a), the increment of a will be insignificant an_ the loss factor will

i' remain the same. The equation also indicates that by increaalng the gap d

(Is.increase _), the loss factor will increase. The Ersquency at Which the

maximum loss occurs, however, depends on many parameters (equation (4.22)).

If the gap is small, this peek will occur at h%gher frequeec_. Similarly,

by increasing the materlal macroscopic flOW resistance, this peak will also

occur at higher frequency.

Figure 4.1 gives the estimated ValUeS of the maximum loss factor versus

a (a = m2/ml). Incre_slng the a increases the maximum losses. _owsver, if

is large (_>)a), the r_u_imum losses become a constant. Pigure 4.2 shows

the estimated maximum loss faotor versus _ (_=_/ml) and a similar trend is

oheezved. Although equation (4.24) ls an oversimpllfle_ expression, it

thus Indicates the general trend how the n_imum losses depends on various
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parameters, which is otherwise im_osslble to _entlfy from the cOmpllcated

equation (%.19),

/

i,
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5.0 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE THEORY WITH POROUS MATERIAL3 IN

_ERED CONFIGURATIONS

The experiments were again carried out using the photographic glass

plates. The porous materiels used in the expert,meets wsre_ 7_ thick

D(21EAD polyester foam, 6ram and 18ram thick reticulated (Retic 20 PP! FRI)

polyurethane foam and a 9 _ thick felt (WOol). The size of these

materiels are 0,495 x 0._95m° resolute hdx_lus 20W/50 diesel snglns

lubricating ell (temperature of 20°c) was used as the fluid and also water

was used°

5.1 The polnt inertanms measurement

The excitation method was descri_e_ in section 3.0. Pigure 5.1 shows

the measured point inertanme curve when 7 r_ thick DC_EAD polyester foam,

which is filled with the lubricating oil, is immersed in the gap of the

same thickness. The average inertance for an infinite plats can be found

as [8].

Iinflnlte = 8_ (5.1)

where m, 8 are the mass per unit area asd the flex_ral rlgldlty oE the

plate. In this case, this m is the total mass per unit area of the whole

: system, The mean response curve is drawn on the same graph end it roughly;

agrees with the measured inertasce curve. This demenstrates that the

approximation of the flexural wavsnumber _ of the excited plate wlth fluid

loadlnq (equatlon (3.3) ) is correct.

5.2 _le _rous nmterials mecroscopic flow resistance measurement

Although the theoretical _odelling of damping with porous materials in

layered configurations using impedance spproach is descrlt_d in the

previous chapter, it is not possible to eetlmate the loss factor of the

system without knowing the propertles of the porous materlal used in the

exper_nt. The unknown parameters of each porous material are the

structure factor and the pore size. HoWever, it is possible to measure the
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macroscopic flow resistance Which in turn enables the parameter (/a2 to he

calculated.

p/y
z 3

/ z2

1

diagram 5.1

considering the fluid which passes through a porous material of length

Z3 with cress sectional area ZlZ 2 (dlagram 5.1), the mass ef the fluid

dlsoharged per unit time can be equated as

Q = P _ ZlZ2 (5.21

w_sre _ is the mea_ flow velocity at any x and _ is the fluid density.

TNie _aan flew velocity is related to the pressure Pa at any X as (the zeal

part of equation (4.13)).

.... _ . _ = . _ (5.3>
dx 9 g

substituting equation (5.3) into (5.2) gives
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dP g
a

Q =- p -- zlz 2 (5.4)

dx e By

By measuring the discharge rate Q, the _/a z can be calculated.

Figure 5.2 displays the apparatus used for this flow resistance

measuren_ent. A 12x12x325 _ perspex tube is made to accommodate the porous

material for testing. PerspoK is chosen so that if any air bubbles remain

in the porous material when fluid has filled the tube, they can be clearly

seen. They were removed by suction on top of the tube ° A valve was

attached immediately below the tube to control the flow. The level of the

fluid on top of the tube was kept constant (height = 290 ram) during the

experin_nt to give a constant pressure level. The temperature of the fluid

wa_ monitored.

For the Essolube hdXplus 20W/50 l_brlcating oil, the average moasure_

e/a2 for different porous materlals wnrel

i POROUS MATEI_ e/a 2

DCMF_D polyester foam 7.52Y_105

IX_CC polyether foam 8.93Xlo 6
20PPI reticulated polyurethane foam 7.51x105

The experiments were repeated using OliVe oil giving measured e/a2

Values clubs to the above. However, there was a _rked difference in the

measured e/a 2 When water was used. It is later found that because of the

viscosity of water is comparatively small and hence the flow was very fast,

the limited size of the Valve restricted the flow. By removing the ValVe,

the measured e/a 2 were closer to the above values. The apparatus used for

the experiments was therefore only eultable for use with high viscosity

flulds.
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5.3 comparison of the measured and the estimated total loss factor with

foam layer

Since the foam was not glued onto the plates, the shearing motion of

the frame was net considered. Substituting the measured s/a 2 values into

the equation (4.10), it is found that _2 >> _l which means that the frame

can be assumed rigid. Therefore equation (4.19) can be used to estimate

the loss factor of the system.

However, in the actual experiments, as the foam is filled with fluid,

the frame will deform slightly. The frame is certalnly not absolutely

rigid. It is therefore difficult to Justify ignoring the shearing effect

of the frame. However, the experimental and theoretical results, which

will be discussed in the followlng sectlons, which agree with each other

demonstrate that the error for assuming the frame to be rigid is smell.

As can be seen from equation (4.14), although the measured _/a2 enables

the real part of this blocked impedance to be estimated, the value of the

structure factor in the imaginary part remains to De assigned. The

Imaginary component of the structure factor controls the fluid inertia

effect; an increase causes the loss factor to decrease. This effect is

significant at high frequencies.

Figure 5.3 shows the measured loss factor when the gap is filled with

the lubricating oil together with the 7ram thick DCMEAD polyester foam,

Even by varying the structure factor, the agreement between the estlmated

total Ioss factor (including the excited plate radiation and meterlal

losses) and the measured value is not very satisfactorily. There is more

than 3 dB difference between 800 HZ and 2000 Hz frequency range. Figure

5.4 gives the estimated total ioss factor by varying the e/a 2 value and

keeping the structure factor unity. The estimated values indicate that the

higher the _/a 2, the smeller the loss factor at low frequencies and higher

at high frequencies.

Figure 5.5 gives the best fit of the estimated values to the measured

loss factor. The _/a 2 for this best fit curve is about half the measured

value. One of the causes for the discrepancies is probably due to the fact
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that this polyester foam has irregular pores, an_ the portion of the foam

for the vlsceslty testing may not represent the average _/a _ value of the

big foam used for the loss factor measurement. Secondly, the cutting of

the porous materiel (for this flow reslstsnce testing) to the exact

dimensions as the perspox tube Is difficult. Any discrepancies in the

d_mensiose will certalnly change the fluid discharge rate.

Figure 5.6 displays the comparison between the measures and the

estimated total 10ss factor (using structure factor = 1.8) with the 6 ml

thick D(_4CC polyether foam in the gap. The agreement is very good. Figure

5.7 gives the estimated result using the 18 mm thic_ 9olyether forum. By

increasing the structure factor, the fluid inertia increases and the less

factor decreases. Figure 5.8 shows the comparisoe betweee the _eeasred aed

this estimated total loss factor. Agals, the structure factor ef 1.8 gives

the beet fit result. The result also indicates that with a thicker foam,

the lees factor increases. This agrees with the trend observed f_om

equatien (4.24).

Figures 5._ and 5.10 show the comparison of the measuce_ and the

estimated total 10ss factor (using structure factor = 1,8) with the 6 me

and 18 me th£c.M 2OPPI reticulated pOlyUrethane foam in the gap

rsepoetlvely. The agreement is again very good. H_weVero the pores of

this foam ate much larqsr than those in the polyester and polyether foams

_nd as expected, the 10ss factor is smaller. Figure 5.11 gives the

measured loss factor both at the excited and the attached plates. The

resul_s indicate that the plates are strongly coupled and therefore the

measured less factors are the same..

5.4 The influence of the attached mass and the gap on the loss factor

Figure 5.12 displays the _easured loss factor with and without the

attached glass plate on top of the 7 m_ thick DCMEAD polyester fores. Th@

results Show that with the attached plate, the loss factor is higher. This

is expected as the squeezing effect in the gap will decrease if it is

without the attached plate. Figure 5,13 gives the estimated total loss

factor versus the gap by varying the attached plate thickness (at a

constant frequency). Xncreaslng the attached mass increases the lose
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factor for small gap, however, if the gap is large the increase in m2 will

not affect the loss factor. This agrees with the trend suggested in

equation (4.2%).

Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the estimated loss factor (excluding excited

plate radiation and material losses) using steel plates. The plate _ass

ratio a (equation (4.24)) remains unchanged, however, the individual plate

mass increases. The loss factor increases at low frequencies. Zf the gap

is large, this increment is insignificant, At high frequencles, the loss

factor decreases with increasing mass.

5.5 Comparison of ths measured and the estimated total loss factor with

the felt la?er

In order to demonstrate that the above theory can be applie_ to other

materials other than foam, a 9 _8 thic_ felt with 1314 kg/m 3 material

density and porosity 0.827 was chosen for experiment. The structure factor

of the felt was unity due to the nature of the felt. The measured average

e/a 2 is 2.123 x 107 m-2. Figure 5.15 shows the comparison of the measured

and the estimated total loss factor. The agreement is encouraging.

However, a very close fit result can be obtained by varying the e/a 2 in the

estimation of the loss factor. Figure 5.17 gives this estimated values and

figure 5.1B displays the best fit curve. As mentioned in section 5.3, the

cutting of the material to the exact dimensions as the perspex tube for

flow resistance testing is difficult _nd this will give an inaccurate e/a 2

value. However, the estimated and the measured loss factor display a

[ similar trend suggesting that the s_mple theory developed in chapter 4 is

generally correct.

To complete this series of tests, the 9 mm thick felt was also immersed

in water and the 10ss factor measured. AS expected, the loss factor is

small because the water has a very low dynamic viscosity. Figure 5.19

gives the measured and the estimated loss factor and the agreement is good.

However, the result clearly demonstrates that it is necessary to use a high

viscosity fluid in con3snction with the material to achieve the high loss

factor.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

(a) Oil layer dampinq with perforated or non-perforated attached plate

(1) The blocked impedance Of the incompress£ble fluid model with the

parBbolic velocity flow profile indlcates an inertia and viscosity

controlled behaviour. For the perforated plate with k_<<l, the

bloomed impedance is independent of k (the flexural wavenumber of

the excited plate including the loadleg of fluid and the attache_

mass). The perforatlo_s behave as independent dashpots.

(ii) The computed results suggest that for a high loss factor, the size

of the holes in the perforated plate should be large. However,

the distance between the holes centres should be small. For a

perforated plate with constant thlckness, there is an optimum

momblhatlon of these parameters to glve the hlghest losses.

(ill) The loss factor obtained with oli layer is generally low. It was

found that the loss factor is controlled by the ratio o£ the fluid

dyNamlc viscosity and its density. A high loss factor can still

be possible provided that the fluid dynamic viscosity can be

increased by many folds as its density increases. This ratio was

favourable with air. This ratio is not favourable with oil. But

if vlscoslty is increased by an infill, high loss factors can be

achleved.

(b) LOSS factor of plates with porous material and oll layer

(i) The loss factor can be increased to above O.l if a material of

high porosity is immersed into the high viscosity oll layer.

(ll) The excited and the attached plates are strongly coupled and the

measured loss factor on both the excited and the attached plates

are the same.

(ill) The structure factor (e u I/a 2 ) o_ the porous material should De

chosen to be as small as possible to glv_ a higm loss factor.
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(iv) The fluid inertia is important at hlgh frequencies. High inertia

reduces the flow speed thus giving smaller viscous losses.

Therefore the porous material with a small structure factor

(e=i/cos28) is preferred for high losses.

(V) increasing both the excited a_d the attached plate masses and

Xeeplng their mass ratio constant increases the loss factor at lOW

frequencies. However, if the gap is already very ]arge (ie _>)s),

the loss factor will not be affecte_ by the changing s. At hlgh

frequencies, fluid inertia is the controlling parameter, and the

loss factor decreases with increasing gap.

(vi) The frequency at Which the maximum loss factor occurs deponds on

the properties of the porous material, the gap an_ the _ass of the

plates. For larger gaps or heavier attached plate, this frequency

occurs at lower values. For heavier excited plate or larger

i porous material structure factor, this frequency will occur at

higher values.

+!
!

i
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;W_DIX I The Calculatlon of the Average Blocked Impedance of a Plats
with Slots

consider a plate, Which has many equally spaced slots l, and is assumed

to _e infinitely long and is placed a distance d above a rigid wall.

Bss_ne me slots each of length h £s small compared with R. Assume each

small element is eXCited wlth a constant velocity gradlent and for

d y

/ / / / / / /

diagram I.l

;!

i simpliclty, the a_alysis is carried out in the two dlmseslons. T_e

/ coordinate of the system is chosen such that at the beginning of each Smell

element, the x value is zero (see diagra/a 1.2). The subscrlpts i, 2, 3

correspond to element I, 2, 3 respectively and the pressure in xl = 0 to

is Pl, in X2 = 0 to | is P2 and so oR,

gl=O gl=_ X2=£

X2=O X3=O

I I / / / / / / / / 2

diagram 1.2



The velocity at the Nth element in y-direction can be written as

v. = [ ;vls-Ik(N-x)i+ Ivl.e'_(s-_)I.(o-LkJ-1)xN]eiWt
i (I._)

_'nst is V 1= IVIsi_t at xI = 0

v2 = [Vls-lkRe i_t at xI = I or X2 = 0

V3 = IVIo-Lk2|s i_t at x2 = J or X3 = 0 and 8o on.

This is obtained from the finite element approach at which the voloclty in

a small slot i8 asst_ed to have a velocity with s constant velocity

gra'qlent.

i

Consider a Small element of the oscillatory plate, for _nich the

slmpllfled equation of continuity is [2].

; dU(X) dH(x)
v(x) = .(x) --- + _(x) ---- (L2)

dx dx

whero H(x) is the gap between the plate and the wall at positlon K, _(x) Is

, the average horizontal flow Velocity at position x.

ij

' _sumlng the velocity profile Of the gap is of parabOlic shape, it can

he eh0w8 that

dP

-- = - A 5 (x.a)
dx

where A = (12_/d 2 + i_p) with _ and p the dynamic viscosity an_ the density

of the fluid in the gap.

s"hstltUtlng equations (x.1) and (1.3) into (r.2), the expressions for

the pressure gradient and its pressure for element 1 say can he ohtalned.

They aro



2 C @3

- -+ c_x2x_+ )_t2 5 %x_ _r.6>

an_ so on With V2 = /vle-_.kf

T_le C2 , c3 are the c0n_tan_s for element 1.cxl' _ i x1 i

" C1¢2' C2 ' C3 aze '-he oo_l_t:a_ts fo_ element 2,

Con_t@on I

P.+I _"PNe-/k'

arid

:,,!! P3(X3:O} : p2(x2=O)e-lk_|

_, Therefore a general C3 c_ _e wrltte_ as

ca : c3 e--_'-z)_

That LS

u_x_=o)= _z(xz:O)e-__

T_refore a gene_l c2 can be writ=tenas
x_



= c2 e-i(N-1)_i (z.8)
C2xN x1

Also U2(X2=_) = Ul(Xl=I)e"Ikj

therefore a general CXN can be written as

cx_ = cxle -'(_'t)zj (z.9)

IVl (e_1_i i), (Z.10)= ----

From e_ation (1,i), CXl

Also as PI(XI=J) = p2(X2=0)

the C3 nan be found. It is
xI

1 j2 £3

c3 = (ivr -- + -- + c2 e) (z.zl)
xI (e-lk_-l) 2 Cxl 6 xI

TO find C2 we have to equate the _mpedance at the Blots, Z, (dlagr_
x1

1.3) as
b

Z ,jE,----.-J j I I_,1

8z2z _z4

/ / /_/ / /

diagram 1.3

Z = "PI(XI=_) = -P2(X2=0) = ---------P2(X2=_) (I.12)

)_, - - d - - d(_Z2-_ZZ (Ul2-Uzz)_ ( Ul4-Uz3 )5



From Z(u12-Ull)_ = - P2(X2=o) it can be shown that

I _y e

p.,v,'7;,I
zla -_e

+ CXl

(z._3)

Substituting all these constants into equation (I.5) gives

91= - - IVl x + + ..............
2 2(e-_k*-l) [z(e-_l a) Al_-t_l }

t_ - - _;o-_'-_)l

IVl (e-ikl-1) X1 L l__[e-_X_-l_ t2j__ 6.____Le-_,_£_.:1_] _| [ L

:_ J 6 6(e-_ke-1) [_( ) a(e._l_l)j j!_' JJ
!

•i_t (I.14)

c}

i The average blocked imN_ane_ _er unit area is

I

Ii Io PldXl
%=i,

] [0 V1 d_l

-A r[ e:z e2 I e =e Aeze-_e



I AI3s-i_I I_

w_er. C = (e-_t-1) (Z.15)

By grouping the terms in equation (I.15) and slmpllfylng and assuming

k| _¢ I, it can be show_ that the block Impedance _er usit area ¢_I be

slmp11fledas

= --- (I.1_)
% a

This aveEage blocked impedance is the same sveDj_nere in each smaXl element

and it is Independent of ths wavanumber _. Since the real and imaginary

_rt of A are posltJ.vs,this is also true for Z (_hs impedance per unit

area a_ the slot at y=0). Ths real and imaglnary part oE thls blocked

_oedanco per unit area shauldbe posltive.
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A_IX II The Calculation of the Impedance for a Circular Hole

To calculate the impedance per unit area z for a Perforated plate with

circular holes, we have to ex_end the analysis to _-dir_nelonn. First of

all we have to calculate the impedance Per unit area of a circular hole,

then we have to use this im,nedanco to calculate the iMi_dascs in

z-dlrectlon. For simplicity, the movement of the plate i8 assumed to have

a constant velocity in z-dlrectlon.

a

P +_y dy

diagram II.l
J:

:: To calculate the impedance per unit area of a circular hole, we have to
_r

_r, consider a fluid slemnt in the hole. (diagram II.l). This fluid ie

: neither gaining nor loelng me_ntt_, therefore the forces on it must

_alance. That is,

_r2(_ dy) + r . 2_rdy = 0
dy

dW
Where 7 = - _ --

dr

dW rdP

then -- = ....

dr 2_ dy



1 dP

/_s I °wo dW .....2/_ dy Ioa rdr

4 2 dP

t_eEsfoEe W0 = ..... ,
4_ dy

This is ths _ucLmum velocity at the centre axis,

Since W = 0 at r = 4, this gives

IdP

W = -- -- (r2 - a2 ) (If.l)
4_ dy

r _ (r2-a 2)dr
fa ra

The total VOlUme flow = ,^ 2_rk_r : 2_ ,_ --
JU J_

4;_ dy

i
_a 4 dP

S;_ dy

_a 4 dP

The man velocity W = ( ..... )/fie2
8_ dy

a 2 dP W
0

= .... = -- (II.2)

8_ dy 2

1 ap a_
or =- (II.3)

4_ dy

d_ dP dW

Now -2_rdy(- 9 --) - -- dY_r2 = _ _r2dy_
dr dy dt

2 _ dP dW

simplifying gives - _ ..... = p -- (I_.4)
E dr dy dt

Substituting equation (II.3) into (II.4) and in terms offW glvee

8_

P =- W ( -; + i_p)y + C24"



where C2 is a constant. If the fluid is fille_ to the top level of t_e

hole, t_en P = 0 at y =-h which give_

8_

P =-W ( a2--+ i_p)(y+h)

ep
or P(y=o) - -- t_p)h

= - W(a2 +

_le i_oedance per unit area of a hole _ at F=O is

The negative sign _B_eaEB _3QcauflQ _EBBflUE8 EL_ _he _IOW _Efl_on oppose

each other.



_1_( Z][[ _no Calculation of the I_da_ce in the z_treetlon

___ I z I f .

d
d_

, d._z"-- - + d-_-dz) Iz=o

I

diagram III.l diagram III.2

rot elmpllclt¥, it is assumed that the plate has a constant velcolty V

:i In z-dlrQctlon, considering a fluid element dz at any _ositlon z (diagram

III.l),

d5
: d . _ dz = V dz

"" dz

- i

' V C3_" or U = z + (IZI.l)
Z

i

w_ere c3 is a constant. If the flow In the qap in z-dlrectlon is also

' Of parabolic shape, then

I dP

Uz = - (III.2)

_::_ (12.==,.+ _._p)dz
, , d2

• SU_stltutlng equation ( IZI.l ) Into (IZl. 2 ) glves



m _--, m

12J* YZ2

or P = - (-._ + t_)(-_2d + c3: + c4) (ZX_'.3)

M ]_(Z) : P(l-z) by nym_t=-Y, 1:t_1801vu

V=2 v

+ C32; + C4 = = _ (i-=) 2 ÷ C3(Jl-z ) + C4
2d 2d

'V!

: or C3 : 2d

v VII

! 'r_aro_oL-o UI :-,z--- (_[It.41
d 2d

2

' llnco Pl:=0) = - _r1. _nluee diagz'o._l 1ZI'I.2) (ZlZ.5O.)

! i And 2UZ(Z:0 ) , 2AA : ffl" 11A2 (2I]_.561

it Q_ )DOJho_ that

"1 : , p¢z:o)..... N '
_'_: ffA ffA

1 2VI

':'! ant p(l:) : - 1-_._ + lwO) z (ItI.61
i., 2d (12__+ l(_p) frLt

d2

r_101"8_O_:Otile Avsrage t_:_(_Anco _ez"unit A_Sa. in z--d:l.rocl:lor, in



z ..... ¢_ + i_p_ +. zh ¢zzz.7)
v 12d ( iup) rra

i?i

i,

),

?
i

r



NR_RDIX IV The R_latlonahip _e_en the Pressure and the Mssn PZOW

Velocity wlth a _r Layer

_T

h

dy -P+ dxd -t-

I"dx x

diagram IV. 1

ii Consider the force ]:_tl_,.nce of the _II element in the layer with onzy

x-dlrs_tlon _tlon, it is equal to

, _2CI *, i dP d(1
! : --- + U-- =Pm (ZV.Z)

, cL_ dy 2 dt

; Whore G is the complex shear modulus of the layer, _I is the dlepl_c0mant

in x-dlrectlon nnd _m is the layer materiel denslt"l. _sume the pressure

i_ Is constant _crose the gap _d _he displacement in the gap is of 1_rnbollc

eh&_, th&t is

d2
(1 (x°y) = _o ÷ A1 (y - _)

At y=O, ¢i=0 Which giVeS A 1 = - _O



(zv.2)

,-_issgives [:1(x,v)= ¢o( -- ,q2)d

• . _y 4y2
m

and (I(X,Y)= {o( -- ,s_') (IV.=)d

TII_ meal1 flow velocit:Y across t:11e gap _[ is

:. (].dy :_ _o

,_ Comb:Ln:LP.;[aelue,_tons (1"v,1) 1:o (I'V.4) gives

i _ lzo

I_ G = GO(% + _ _m) _e_a GO and n_ are c_e ehe_r modulus and _l_ear lo=a

:-, _a_cot o_ _ _ntett_1 in t_e layer, squatlon (IV.5) _eco_B

"' dP 12_'°n" _" (_Pm 120°

-i

r_

C

;i
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_0 a
gap between plate and rigid wall 0.25mm.
diameter of holes in PVC perforated plate 2.28mm.
distance between center of holes 7.0mm.
blocked impedance estimated values

107

iO e

sos Im [Zb)

10 s

_00 iO00 _0000

Frequency Hz.

JRE 2.1a Estimate d blocked impedance for a perforated plate with circular holes.



1( e
gap between plate end rigid well 0.67mm.
diameter of holes in PVC perforated plate 2.28mm.
dlstance between centeP of holes 7.0mm.
blocked ImpeOance estlmateO va]uee

10 e ,

ooo Im (Zb]

, , , , , . i • , , , , , i
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Estimated blocked impedance for a perforated plate with circular holes
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;RE 2.1c Estimated blocked impedance for a perforated plate with circular holes.
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FIGURE 2.2a Estimated blocked impedance for glass-PVC plates.
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_E 2.2b Estimated blocked impedance for glass-Pvc plates.
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202c Estimated blocked impedance for glass-PVC plates.
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_0_ excited glass plate thickness 6.35mm.
attached PVC perforated plate thickness 3.25mm,
gap filled with diesel engine oil
diameter of holes in perforated plate 2.28mm.
distance between holes center 7.0mm.
measured values
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;geE 3.2 The measured loss factor on glass-PVC plates.
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The estimated loss factor on glass-PVC plates.
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GUR_ 3.4a The measured excited glass plate loss factor.
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The estimated total loss factor on glass-Pro plates.



excited g]ass plate thickness 6.35mm.
attached PVC perforated plate thickness 3.25mm.
gap Detween plates 0.lBmm.
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holes diameter in perforated plate 2.28mm.
distance between holes center 7.0mm.
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3.5a Comparison of the measured and predicted total loss factor on the glass-PVC plates.
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attached PVC perforated plate thickness 3.25mm.
gap between _lates O,67mm.
gap filled with diesel engine oil
holes diameter in perforated plate 2.28mm.
distance between holes center 7.0mm.
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JRE 3.5b Comparison of the measured and predicted total loss factor on the glass-PVC plates.
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attached PVC perforated plate thickness 3.25mm.
gap between plates i.34mm.
gap filled with diesel engine oil
holes diameter in perforated plate 2.28mm.
distance between holes center 7.0mm.
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Comparison of the measured and predicted total loss factor on the glass-PVC plates.
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gap between plates 0.25mm,
predicted values (excluding radiation and
material losses)
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J_ 3.6a be estimated loss factor on glass-PVC plates by varying the distance between centre of holes on the

perforated plate•
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RE 3.6b The estimated total loss factor on glass-PVC plates by varying the distance between centre of holes on

the perforated plate.
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RE 3.7a The estimated loss factor on glass-PVC plates by varying the thickness of the attached plate.
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gap between plates 0.25mm.
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]RE 3.7b The estimated total loss factor on glass-PVC plates by varying the thickness of the attached plate.
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RE 3.8a The estimated loss factor on glass-PVC plates by varying the perforated plate holes diameter.
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[RE 3.8b The estimated total loss facto_ on glass-PVC plates by varying the perforated plate holes diameter.
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attached perspex perforated plate thlckness 3.Omm.
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distance between center of holes 4.67mm.
measured values
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The measured loss factor on glass-perspex plates,



iOi excited glass plate thickness 6.35mm.
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gap filled with diesel engine oil
holes diameter in perforated p]ate 2.28mm.
distance between holes center 4.67mm.
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RE 3.10 The estimated loss factor of glass-perspex plates.
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IRE 3.11a Comparison of the measured and predicted total loss factor on the glass-perspex plates.
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Comparison of the measured and predicted total loss factor on the glass-perspex plates.
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The measured loss factor on glass-glass plates.
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= excited glass plate thickness 6.35mm.
iO 4 attached glass plate thickness 3.175mm,

fluid dynamic viscosity - 0.423225 Ns/m2
computation frequency = 800 Hz.

I_5 predicted values excluding radiation and material losses

fluid density used
_ 8.9i kg/m3

lOS ooo i7.82 kg/m3
+÷+ 89i.0 kg/m3
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gap in mm.

RE 3.13b The estimated loss factor on glass-glass plates by varying the fluid density.
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iO excited glass plate thickness 6.35mm.
attached glass plate thickness 3.i75mm.
fluld density = i.21 kg/m3
computation frequency = 800 Hz.

iO i predicted values excluding radiation and material losses

fluid dynamic viscosity used
_ i.81e-5 Ns/m2
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JRE 3.14a The estimated loss facto_ on glass-glass plates by varying the fluid dynamic viscosity.
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3._4b The es_imate_ _ss _acto_ on _lass-glass plates by varying th_ _iuld d_nam_ v£scos$_y,



excited glass plate thickness 6.35mm.
attached glass plate thickness 3.175mm.
gap between p]ates O.25mm.
gap filled with diesel engine oil
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JRE 3.15a Comparison of the measured and prodicted total loss factor on glass-glass plates.
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JRE 3.15b Comparison of the measured and predicted total loss factor on glass-glass plates.
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excited glass plate thickness 6.35mm.
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gap filled with diesel engine oii
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RE 3.15o Comparison of the measured and predicted total loss factor on glass-glass plates.



excited glass plate thickness 6,35mm.

attached PVC perforated plate thickness 3.25mm.
gap between plates i.34mm.
gap filled with diesel engine oil
dlameter of holes in perforated plate 2.28mm.
distance between center of holes 7.Omm.
measured values

w*M o±1 filled the gap anO holes
ooo oil filled up to 7.0mm. above perforated plate surface
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_E 3.16 Comparison of the measured loss factor with and without the oil above the PVC perforated plate.



gaps between plates
_ 0.25mm.
ooo _.34mm.

excited glass plate thickness 6.35mm.
middle perspex perforated plate thickness 3.Omm.
top attached glass p]ate thickness 3.175mm.
holes diameter in perforated plate 2.28mm.
distance between holes center 4.67mm.
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_E 3.17 The measured loss factor on glass-perspex-g]ass plates.
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excited glass plate thickness 6.35mm.
attached glass plate thickness 3.175mm.
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+++ 7.0mm. thick Nylon scouring pads
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3.18 The measured loss factor on glass-glass plates with difforent materials in the oll layer.
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estimated values
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_ alpha = 0.3
ooo alpha = 0.6
+++ alpha = i.O
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_E 4.1 The estimated maximum loss factor versus _ by varying 8.
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RE 4.2 The estimated maximu_ loss factor versus _ by var_ing _.
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excited glass plate thickness 6.35mm.
20.0 attached glass plate thickness 3.175mm.
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_E 5.1 The point Inertance measurement on plates with foam layer.





_0 0
exclted glass plate thickness 6.35mm.
attached glass plate thickness 3.175mm.
gap filled wlth diesel engine oii and
a 7 mm. thick DCMEAD polyesteP foam
measured values

15"2 /
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[E 5.3 The measured loss factor on the gla_-polyester foam and oil-glass plates configuration.
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excited glass plate thickness 6.35mm.
attached glass plate thickness 3.i75mm.
gap filled with diesel engine oll and
a 7 mm. thick DCMEAO polyester foam
estimated values using structure factor - i.O
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/RE 5.4 The estimated total loss factor on the glass-polyester foam and oil-glass plates configuration with
varying E/a .
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gap filled with diesel engine oil and
a 7 mm. thick DCMEAD polyester foam

ode estimated values using

structure factor = i.O and
c a- = 3e6
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Frequency Hz.

_URE 5.5 The best fit curve on the glass-polyester foam and oil-glass paltes configuration.



IO-_ excited glass plats thickness 6.35mm.
attacheO glass p:ats thickness 3._75mm.
gap filled with diesel engine oil an_
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UR_ 5.6 Comparison of the measured and estimated total loss factor on the glass-polyether foam and oil-glass

plates.



10° excited glass plate thickness 6.35mm.

attached glass plate thickness 3.175mm.

gap filled with diesel engine oil and
a IB mm. thick DCMCC polyether foam
estimated values
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ooo structure factor - 2,0
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_E 5.7 The estimated total loss factor on glass-polyether foam and oil-glass plates configu_atlon with

varying s_ucture factor.
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attached glass plate thickness 3.175mm,
gap filled with diesel engine oii and
a 18 mm. thick DCMCC polyether foam
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ooo estimated values using

E =, 1.8
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rRE 5.8 Comparison of the measured and estimatecltotalloss factor on the glass-polyether foam and oil-glass plates.

]



t0-_ excited glass p]ate thickness 6.35mm.
attached glass plate thickness 3.t75mm.
gag filled with diesel engine otl and
a 6 mm. thick 20 PPI reticulated polyurethane foam
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IRE 5.9 Comparison of the measured and estimated total loss factor on the glass-polyurethane foam and oil-glass

plates.



I0-i excited glass plate thickness 6.35mm.
attached glass plate thickness 3.175mm.
gap filled with diesel engine oil and a 18 mm. thick
20 PPI reticulated polyurethanp foam
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Comparison of the measured and estimated total loss factor on the glass-polyurethane foam and oil-glass

plates.
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attached glass plate thickness 3,175mm.
gap filled with diesel engine oil and
a 6 mm. thick 20 PPI reticulated polyurethane foam
measured values
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The moasured loss factor on both the excited and attached plates with polyurethane foam and oll layer.
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exalted glass plebe thickness 6.35mm.
attached glass plate thlckneas 3.175mm.

-'1o3 gap filled with Otesel engine otl and
e 7.omm. thick polyester foam.
meesureO values

wN_ with attached plate on top of the foam
ooo without attached plate on top of the foam
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UP_ 5.12 Comparison of _hemeasured loss factor with andwl_out the attached plate on top of _e _lyester foam.
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_URE 5.13 The estimated total loss factor on glass-polyester foam and oil-glass plates with varying attached

plate thickness.
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RE 5.14 Comparison of the estimated steel and glass plates total loss factor with a polye_er foam and oll layer.
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excited plate thickness 6.35mm.
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gap filled with diesel engine oil and
a iBmm. trick DCMCCpolysthsr foam
estimated values [using structure factor i.8}
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RE 5.15 Comparison of Me estimated steel and glass plates total loss factor with a _lyether foam and oll layer.



excited plate thickness 6.35mm.

attached plate thickness 3._75mm.

gap fille_ with diesel engine oil and
a S mm. thick felt

ooo estiMeteO values
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5.16 Comparison of the measured and estimated total loss factor on the glass-felt and oil-glass plates.
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gap filled with d_esel engine ell and
a 9 mm. thick felt
estimated values
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_Ol_ 5.17 The estimated total loss factor on the glass-felt and oil-glass plates with varying E/a 2.
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gap filled with diesel engine o11 and
a 9 mm. tnlck felt
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RE 5.18 The best fit curve on the glass-felt and oil-glass plates configuration.



iO_ excited glass plate thickness 6.35mm,

attached glass plate thickness 3._75mm.
gap filled with water and a 9 mm. thick felt

_ measured values

ooo estimated values using
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Comparison of the measured and estimated total loss factor on the glass-felt and water-glass plates.


